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Opening up the library orientation: 

Letting the students lead



The Library Orientation!



Adapted from: 

Morgan, N., & Davies, L. (2008). How Cephalonia can conquer the world (or at the very least, your students!): A library orientation case study from 

Cardiff University. In Douglas Cook and Ryan L. Sittler (Eds.), Practical pedagogy for library instructors: 17 innovative strategies to improve 

student learning (pp. 20-29). Chicago, IL: ACRL





A tough crowd

• LEAP 1000 workshops: 2010-2017

– First year students

• In cohorts by faculty 

• In groups with peer mentors

– Learning strategies workshops

– One library session per year

– Tried a variety of approaches

• Student response: mixed 





Library Love Workshop (role-play)

• In small groups, with markers and paper: draw/write 

what the library means to you (as a first-year student)

– What are your impressions of what the library is and does?

– How could the library be useful for your coursework?







Building on first impressions

• Reflecting on what you drew and wrote:

• Do you think that this represents all there is to know about the 

Library? 

• Do you think what you know about the Library is enough to be 

successful as a student? 

• What else do you need to know about the library to be 

successful as a student now and in the future? 







Library Love: What we learned

• Gave students control over the content

• They (mostly) got there anyway

• They had more fun

• They learned from one another

• The peer mentors were a big help

• The students loved the creative aspect

• We had more fun too!



Student response:

They loved it!



Library Love: A workshop that works

• Using this workshop with other groups of new 

students

• Same pattern emerges: 

– Fun eases anxiety

– Like the creative aspect and sharing information

– Entry point to engage their interest 

– De-mystifies and connects with prior knowledge



Ideas?

• Do you think this approach might work for 

orientations at your institution?

• What are your favorite methods to engage 

students in your classes?
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